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To all lefon, it a? concer'72: 
Be it known that I, CHARLES P. CORLISS, 

of Elgin, in the county of Kane, and in the 
State of Illinois, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Pendant-Setting 
Watches; and I do hereby declare that the 
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion thereof, reference being had to the ac 
companying drawings, in which 

Figures 1 and 2 are plan views from the 
front side of a watch-movement containing 
my improvements, the dial being removed 
and the parts being shown, respectively, in 
the Winding and hands-setting positions. 
Figs. 3 and 4 are like views of the movement 
from the rear side, the back plate being re 
moved and the parts arranged, respectively, 
in the positions shown in Figs. I and 2. Fig. 
5 is a perspective view of the Winding and 
setting arbor and the parts carried thereby, 
and Fig. 6 is a like view of the shifting levers 
and springs separated from each other. 

Letters of like name and kind refer to like 
parts in each of the figures. 
My invention relates to a class of watches 

which is known as “pendant-setting;' and 
it consists in the construction of mechanism 
by which the winding and setting engage 
ments are effected, substantially as and for 
the purpose hereinafter specified. 

In the carrying of my invention into plac 
tice journal between the front plate A and 
the back plate B of a Watch-movement an ar 
bor C, which is provided with an axial open 
ing c, that extends entirely through the Salme 
and at its outer end is squared. 
Journaled upon the arbor C, near the edge 

of the plate A and within a recess C, in said 
plate, is a pinion D, which engages periph 
erally with an intermediate pinion E, that is 
in mesh with the winding-wheel F, so that by 
the rotation of said pinion D said windling 
Wheel will be caused to rotate and thereby 
the mainspring Wound. Said pinion D is pro 
vided upon its inner end With teeth d, that 
are adapted to be engaged by similar teeth 9 
upon one end of a sleeve G, which sleeve is 
provided with a square axial opening that fits 
over a correspondingly Square portion c' of 

So the arbor C and causes it to rotate there with 

and is adapted to slide longitudinally thereon, 
SO as to enable its said teeth 9 to be engaged 
with or released from engagement with said 
teeth d. 
The inner end of the sleeve G is also pro 

vided with teeth g', which, by its longitudinal 
movement upon the albO C, are adapted to 
be engaged with the teeth i. of one of the dial 
wheels FI, the arrangement being such as to 
callse said sleeve to be moved into or Out of 
engagement with either of said wheels D and 
H and when engaged with One to be simulta 
neously disengaged from the other. 
The sleeve G is adapted to be reciprocated 

by means of a lever I, which is pivoted within 
the plate A and has one end resting in and 
engaging with a peripheral groove g in said 
sleeve, and at its opposite end has formed a 
C-shaped spring i", that at its free end engages 
with a relatively fixed stud le. 
The stud k is fixed upon a cam K, which is 

pivoted upon the inner face of the plate A 
and, projecting through an opening in Said 
plate, has its end contained between the free 
end of the spring and a contiguous portion 
of the lever I, so that by a slight movement 
of said cam upon its pivotal bearing said 
stud or fulcrum will be moved, and with it 
Will move the said lever upon its pivotal 
bearing, so as to cause the sleeve or clutch G 
to be disengaged from the dial-wheel II and 
engaged with the wheel D. 
The movements of the can Kare produced 

by means of an ill-shaped lever L, which is 
pivoted upon the inner face of the plate A, 
with the end of its longer arm l adapted to 
engage said cam and its shorter arm l in a 
line with the inner end of a pin M, that is 
contained within the axial opening C of the 
arbor C. A studl, projecting outward from 
said lever through an opening in the plate A, 
is engaged by the free end in of a spring N 
upon the outer face of said plate, and thereby 
said lever is held with a yielding pressure in 
engagement with said rod. 
Astem-arbor O, having a squared inner end 

O, which is adapted to engage with the squared 
portion of the axial opening c of the arbor C, 
is journaled within the stem or pendant ) of 
a watchcase-center P, and is adapted to be 
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rotated and to be moved longitudinally there 
in and to be locked with a yielding pressure 
at the limits of its longitudinal movement. 
If now the Stein-arbor () is moved to the inner 
limit of its longitudinal notion, as shown in 
FigS. 2 and 4, its inner end will engage with 
the pin and, moving it in the same direc 
tion, cause the lever L to turn upon its pivotal 
bearing and by the action of its arim l upon 
an inclined face of the cann is cause said 
Caim to till in SO as to move the sleeve Ginward 
into engagement with the Winding-wheel , 
after which, by a rotation of said stem-arbor, 
said wheel and its connecting wheels will bo 
Totated So as to wind the main spring of the 
Watch. 
When the novelinent is placed in a hill int 

ing-case, a certain a mount of longitudinal 
motion of the sten-arbor O beyond such as is 
'equired for effecting the winding engage 
ment is necessary in Order to release the case 
Spring and permit the front, cover of the case 
to open. Such extra movement is permitted 
Without change of the shifting parts by form 
ing the face of the cannix at and beyond 
the point of its contact with the arm l of the 
level, when the parts are in winding engage 
ment, upon a circular line, of which the piv 
Otal bearing of said lever is the cente'. The 
angle of said face with reference to the 
alin l is such that the latter, when engaging 
the same, Selves to hold or lock the can from 
In Ovelineat and thus keeps the stud (; in mov 
able against the pressure of the spring i". 
When the Stein-arbor O is drawn outward 

by the lever , it is free to be moved by the 
Spi'ing N, and being so moved its aim len 
gages the Cain and, moving through it the 
lever , causes the sleeve G to be moved lon 
gitudinally inward into engagement with the 
dial-wheel E and permits the latter to be ro 
tated to set the hards of the watch by the ro 
tation of Said stein-arbor. When the parts 
ai'eil Setting position, the can K has a round 
edi Surface similar to the surface I, that is 
also engaged by the arm l to lock or hold the 
Calm from movement. 

in Stein Setting and winding watches as 
heretofol'e Constructed windling engagennent 
WaS produced by a spiring which operated 
thl'ough a clutch-lever and setting was pro 
dLiced by a stronger spring, which, when per 
mitted to act, Overcame the winding-spring 
and forced a change in the positions of the 
parts. All the construction described the 
Clutch -lever spring operates innerely as a 
atchet-Spring When the movement is in Wind 
ing engagement, and its tension is never 
Changed, while the other spring is independ 
ent and does not operate against the clutch 
lever Spiring, so that each of such springs 
need possess Only such strength as is neces 
sary for its particular duty, and liability to 
breakage is 'educed to a minimum. 
Iaving thus described my invention, what 

I claim is 
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1. As an improvement in Stein winding and 
setting watches, the combination of a longitul 
dinally-inovable stem-abol', a clutch adapted 
to alterinitely gear said a bol' to the Will (l- 
ing and setting t'aills, a level engaging said 
clutch, a second level' whose innovellents are 
Controlled by the stell-arbor, and a pivoted 
part interposed between the two level's, Sub 
stantially as and for the purpose Specified. 

2. As an improvement in Stem winding and 
setting Watches, the combination of a longittl 
dinally-movable stem-albor, a clutch adapted 
to alternately gear said albor to the wind 
ing and setting trails, a lever engaging Sail 
clutch, a Second lever whose novelinents al'c 
controlled by the Stein-arbor, and a caim adapt 
ed to cooperate with one of said levels and 
having a pin that engages the other level, 
Substantially as and for the pull DOSesh OWI). 

3. As an improvement; ii) Stein winding all (l 
Setting Watches, the combination of Stein 
winding and setting in echanism, gearing 
adapted to alternately engage the Saline, Colil 
prising, in Dalt, t\i'O toothed wheels, One of 
which is movable toward and from the other, 
a spring yieldingly lolding said wheels in 
mesh, and means whereby said wheels may 
be disengaged without changing the tension 
of said Spiring, substantially as and for the 
purpose described. 

4. As an imployeinent iilstein winding and 
Setting Watches, the combination of a longiti 
dinally-movable Stein-arbor, a clutch adapted 
tC alternately geal Said airbo) to the wind 
ing and Setting ti’ains, a level engaging said 
clutch, a second level adapted to be moved 
by the Stein-aibo) in Oile direction, a sing 
for linoving it in the reveise direction, a can 
having politions adapted to alternately en 
gage the Second-halmed lever, and a pil Ol' 
Stild Oil the can Cingaging the clutch-lever, 
Substantially as and for the tirpose specified. 

5. As an improvement instein winding and 
setting Watches, the contination of Wiilding 
mechanism and Setting nechanism, gearing 
adapted to alternately eigage the same, a le 
Ver connected with Slich gearing having an 
attached spling that is movable bodily with 
the level and a part fol' actuating said lever 
that engages Said Spiling, Substantially as and 
for the purpose described. 

6. AS all impi'ovement in Stein winding and 
Setting Watches, the combination of winding 
mechanish and Setting necanis, gearing 
adaipted to alternately €ngage the Same, a, e 
ver connected with Stich gearing having an 
attached Spling that is movable bodily theire 
With, a calm for actitiating said ever, having a 
art that engageS Said Spring, and nea is fol' 

actuating Said cann, Suistantially as ajncl (or 
the purpose Set foith. 

7. As an impl’OV cent in stem winding and 
Setting watches, the combination of a longitu 
dially-inovable Stein-arbor, a clitch adapted 
to alternately gear said airbor to to windling 
and Setting trains, a level Cingaging said clutch 
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having an attached spring that is novable In testimony that I claim the foregoing I 
bodily with the lever, a part engaging said have here unto set my hand this 27th day of 
spring, a lever to move said part adapted to August, A. D. 1896. 
be moved in one direction by the stem-arbor, CARLES P. CORLISS. 

5 and a spring adapted to move Said Second- Witnesses: - 
named lever in the reyerse direction, substan- GEORGE E. HuNTER, 
tially as and for the purpose shown. W. II. CLOUDMAN. 

  


